Play Therapy in Augmented Reality Children with Autism
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: development. It is a lifelong condition, with symptom that appears in early childhood. These people have problem in social skills, communicating with others and expressing their feelings. These people specially have difficulties with the surrounding world and recognizing objects. One of the most effective methods in educating the autistic children is “Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)” thus helping to enhance the child’s communication abilities and understanding of the function of communication. Autism therapies implementation in a digital environment like computer and mobile games is very influential, and it acts as a bridge between children and the world around them. Then, the “PECS” method is implemented using an augmented reality mobile game. Augmented reality has added virtual objects into the real environment.

Material and Methods: A quasi-experimental study was conducted on children between the ages of 6 and 11 years at three different intensities of developing autism spectrum disorder poor, medium and strong, respectively. Three different tests were considered and how to answer these questions based on Likert scale were collected, and data analysis was performed using Wilcoxon test.

Results: Tests’ results show (significant = 0.007) that is < 0.05 and represent that there is difference between the performance of children before and after applying the method for learning to play.

Conclusion: One of the best platforms for mobile phone implements training methods and treatment. Using augmented reality is very effective technology on an understanding of educational and treatment methods.
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Introduction

In the medical world, there are personality and psychological disorders. A collection of disorders is including decentralization childhood disorder, autism, Asperger’s disorder, pervasive developmental disorder, and Rett’s disorder which are part of pervasive developmental disorders (1). A disorder of the nervous system causes a non-functioning brain is effective in causing autism. The autistic disorder causes the brain fails to function in social behavior, verbal and nonverbal communication, and communication skills properly; that affects cognition, behavior, and multiple body systems (2, 3). Different methods have been developed to improve the problems. These methods considered by repetition and practice steps can help your child to improve autism spectrum disorder. Some of these methods include applied behavior analysis, Training and Education of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children, Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS), flora time, social stories, and sensory integration. Today in education, game known training as one of the most effective means because with game can help the children through education and game to treatment mental illness and behavioral problems in children (4). These people have a keen interest in video games and adventure games (5). In a project called ASK-Inclusion-VE seven commissioned teach requirements
and how to use virtual environments to autistic children. The group feedback helped design computer for this collection (6).

O Open Autism is open source software applications were presented at the University of Iowa by Hourcade et al. (7). This code is free software and easy to use, so by parents and educators interested is easily customizable. Noor et al. offered on the design process interactive toys to explain the behavior of autistic children and can also be used for behavioral training autistic children. Researcher behaviors and interests of children were used in a regular pattern to stimulate motivational skills and explore social categories. Finally, he offered a toy of some undefined cube the expression of behavioral effects by their relationship and change color as though each player how use them (8). Noor et al. offered a personal computer that autistic children aged 9-14 years, helped, learn the proper use of money and good behavior while shopping. This game was made by Build Your Own Block (8). CMotion was presented by Finkelstein et al. (9) actually use virtual humans to teach emotion recognition and simple programming concepts to children. CMotion has an interface that child interact with the drag-and-drop and teaches different faces and emotions. Finkelstein et al. offered an interactive computer game to improve speaking fluency in children with autistic that user should spelling name appear on screen objects at short space of time (9). Autism Touch is a list of software applications and games is usable by individuals with autism, Down syndrome and children with specific problems. This program was written by Jenny Vynyngham a Certified Behavior Analyst and Thomas Kernose a software engineer. It contains links to information about each program is available in this list. This list includes 30 examples of software that is easily searchable list and if needed and it can be downloaded and used. It was written by the duo Autism Touch (10). Game software offered by Noor et al., is touch story that aims to improve understanding of the stories and concepts in children with autism. The game uses simple image-based activities that comprise the main components of a story improve children’s understanding (8). A Hoque et al. (11) introduced a story about customization speech, presented a game so are able to produce intelligible speech and words in children. In this way, they were identified fields physical and computational problems by the participants. They created an interactive relationship and customized for your users to be able to manipulate aspects of his speech. They launched a pilot project within 12 months and to analyze games and audio processing algorithms. Initial results show of the appeal and effectiveness of the games on participants. Whiz Kid portal is a collection of online games (12) which have emerged aims to help people with autism and develop their life skills focusing on areas such as coping with change, recognizing emotions, and nonverbal communication.

It is created by a group of senior students multimedia Svin University of Bern, Autism school Partnership and the Center for Treatment National Electronic Boleyn that is E Therapy refers to delivery of structured early intervention/treatment programs for clinical disorders/symptoms via the internet with or without human support. They believe that children with autism are weary of traditional education and treatment, and in front, they enjoy of computers and mobile technologies. Whiz Kid collection consists of 16 games for the treatment of autism-themed children’s everyday activities such as getting dressed, going to school (13). Ferdous et al. (14) presented an interactive computer game that was increasing speech intelligibility in autistic children and used as one the foundations of treatment in addition to conventional therapy. Their research results showed the effectiveness of this method. Interactive Therapy System (ITS) design was presented by Choi and Limb (12); the study was on the potential use of assistive technology designed as interactive. Key methods in collaborative design are interactive modeling, heuristic evaluation, user-driven process, Virtual reality technology, tangible interfaces, and text-based scenarios. They applied these methods in the ITS and offered an efficient design of interactive technology as an aid in the clinical trials. Five types of social skills training scenarios developed and one various scenarios was the ability to evaluate. Noor et al. presented a design and initial evaluation of collaboration puzzle games and design of interactive games to aimed increasing activities and cooperation in children with autism spectrum. The results showed that the interaction with a set of rules systems to implement collaborative even though it is more complex interaction but it has a positive impact on cooperation between children (8). The game uses a virtual reality used to improve social skills in children aged 7-16 that resulted in improvements in emotion recognition and social performance during several sessions in 5 weeks (15).

Most autism treatments methods are based on repeated and training. Mobile is one of the best ways to implement platforms for education. The use of new technologies such as virtual reality and augmented reality are very effective on understanding of educational and therapeutic methods. We are going apply augmented reality techniques to facilities understand and more attractive educational and health. The techniques used for implementation one of the most common methods in the treatment of autism in a fun environment. Augmented reality is a live direct or indirect view of a physical world and often interacts with user that adds objects around real world (16, 17). These objects created by receiving and processing sensors input data such as audio, video, graphics, or GPS. PECS
method was chosen for implementation in mobile phones with the Android operating system in the initial phase that helps autistic children to improve treatments and education (18, 19). Research has shown these technologies very helpful in education and special education for children with disabilities and disorder (20). We use augmented reality for digital implementation early stages of PECS that are recognition and diagnosis. If child selected each image, he sees a three-dimensional (3D) image similar to reality (21).

**Materials and methods**

We choose animals from the entities and objects in the world around. The selection has been done according to coach and school administrator speech Autism Tehran Pasargad. Because the basic requirements objects are taught at the home and school but to other objects, such as animals and fruits are less taught. In the first phase of our application, the animals are divided into two groups, livestock, and wild animals. There are wild animal’s icons in the list. With click each icon, program run the augmented reality environment and its 3D shape of the icon to be displayed. 3D icons replace the real image of item that selected by the child in the physical world. There are not question about which animal is selected from the list because the diagnosed animal is not necessary at this stage and target is only recognition objects. By repeating this step and click on various icons will recognize the names and even sounds of various animals and due to this experience can serve diagnostic phase. Click on the icon to display a 3D shape of the selected icon first will be with an assistant coach. Repeat several times a child can do this stage alone. For pets animal game environment implemented with and engine and children by click on the name of each animated sees it as a two-dimensional shape. This stage is impressive for child is familiar with the appearance of each animal.

For evaluate this study is considered three types of tests that are the use of mobile phone and interact with it, work with PECS method and compare the rate of feedback in virtual education to physical education. For each test were introduced three figures of three categories about the subject of study and number of items in each category. How to answer these questions collection and calculation based on Likert scale data. Replies marked in five categories very good, good, medium, poor and very poorly and given points each of the answers. Replies rating are investment in the order of 5 to 1. We used Wilcoxon test for data collection. Wilcoxon test is a nonparametric statistical used test to assess the similarity of two related samples with a rating scale. With this test can be studied differences between the quality data of two dependent groups. Research data were collected before applying the implemented method in the school’s records. After applying method, the data to be recorded in the report prepared for children. Our study population is autistic children which among these are selected, children between the ages of 6 and 11 years that are in three groups of varying intensity autism spectrum disorder weak, medium and strong, respectively. From now referred on children with autism spectrum weak, medium and strong to three groups mentioned first, second, and third. The children were all educable. There was a weak disorder with hyperactivity problems and a strong disturbance with Down syndrome problem and children with autism strong intensity did not want to communicate and dialogue. For each child were set three report cards in accordance with the statements of the test. Before starting the course trained, how to interact and communicate with software, fully. The application was installed on three mobiles. Two of them were given to a group of children who were at school, and one number was given to the other two children were in their home. Tests were divided into eight sessions of 1-hour that split 10-15-minute.

Researchers were at all test stages and controlled performance of the child and his behavior during the course of working with software and answers to questions on the report card of each child. Answer these questions were different for each child according to the severity of their autism. For all three groups of children were considered a separate report. In each category calculated of each item separately and then has been shown in graph for three groups. The third level was reviewed physical education and clinical records of every child in school and his report card was compared with report card that was developed in the early part of the test. The purpose of this phase is comparison test learning physical time with mobile learning time. We propose two hypotheses on evaluation the educational performance of children and the first feedback before and after applying the virtual learning method:

H1: There is difference between the performance of children before and after the use virtual learning.

H2: There is not difference between the performance of children before and after the use virtual learning.

**Results**

In this section has been shown, the results of tests and comparisons made in the three-phase program’s success in performance, the success program in the field of education and treatment play of early stages of PECS and the success and excellence in education and treatment programs for training and physical therapy. The results of the test No. 1 in figure 1 represent the ease of use mobile phones by children due to the severity of their autism. Children with weak spectrum disorders were much better than children with strong autism spectrum disorders in clicking, interacting with the user interface. As well as children with medium autism spectrum disorders were required to repeat and practice more than the first group but they were much better than children with strong disorder.
Figure 1. Test results 1: Using a mobile phone and interact with it

PECS methods and work with it for three groups of children in the second test shown the speed training to identify and recognize names of animals and need to repeat the process for each group of children with the results in figure 2.

Figure 3 has shown comparison of speed training of virtual and physical treatment method in all groups. Data obtained results using Wilcoxon test shown amount 0.007, that is < 0.05, and indicates there are a significant. Thus $H_1$ proven and $H_2$ to be rejected.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to increase the motivation and speed feedback on education and treatment of autistic children. The use of virtual world technology and tools is an effective way in achieving this goal. One of the main reasons for the success of the program was implemented using augmented reality techniques because displaying 3D model of object in the scene a real was attractive to children. The child was trying to see every object in all aspects of the environment this would be repeated to see any object that one of the main reasons to conclude PECS, and most of treating autism method is repetition and practice. Some children with severe autism spectrum disorder were in sever trouble communicating with the people, is absorbed on seeing the graphical appearance and 3D models of objects and were interested to see next program option. According to Figure 1 children with weak disorder using a mobile phone and work with very easy. Children only with a guide, continued to work with the program easily repeat the name of the animal and its sound. Children with middle autism do not have trouble in using a mobile phone, and they were interested in using the app but need guides more than children with weak disorder. Ability to communicate with autism strong children was difficult and long time. These children are not allowed guide for proper their use phone. After the passage of time and convince children to see one of the models loaded graphically, children are recruited and though worked with the program for a short time. Learn needs more time in these children than in children with weak and moderate autism spectrum disorder.

Figure 2. Results of Test 2: Check the Picture Exchange Communication System approach and work with it for three groups of children
In general, however in the stages of diagnosis, in the case, child was selected incorrect option in response to questions but was resolved problem with back to recognize stage and repeat several times and the child was able to give the correct answers. Children in low and medium autism spectrum disorder groups were done well to identify the objects and voice recognition animals and with a little practice and basic guidance during rest of the game to easy. Speed respond to questions in the first group was higher than the other two groups. The third group of children in the diagnosis step were poor and need to repeat the steps more and were able pronounce and recognize during several meetings.

By comparing physical education records card of children in school with records card virtual learning during test sessions, attract children in physical and clinical education is much less than if the mobile phone is used in education. Motivation and attention in children for education via mobile phone much more than when physical education. After training in three groups of children, getting feedback is much faster than getting feedback on practice time coach or parent. For example, for child with severe disorder it takes a year to train the word “Hello” but the child learn “Tiger” and repeating its during meeting and working with the program in some 15-minute time with the help a coach. Time required to repeat and practice, especially in the early stages of PECS method in the area of recognition, is much less than the time it takes to train at school and clinic. Autistic children are interacting in learning use mobile more powerful than learning by communicating with their coach. In general, the implementation of autism treatment through mobile games has the positives and negative points. Positives points are speed attract attention and education, create incentives for repetition and practice and reduce the time required to identify and recognize education via mobile phone and negative point is long-term use of mobile phones leads to further isolate the child.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, one treating method of autism implemented with augmented reality techniques in android smartphone. The program was tested on the autistic children with severity of the autism spectrum weak, medium, and strong. Implement any of the methods such applied behavior analysis, social stories, set the senses, and other methods listed and combine them together to help to the treatment and education of autistic people, especially children’s. In this study, three-phase of PECS method implemented and program was for training and orientation of objects of the real world. Select another set of objects and continued implementation of the last phase of the PECS method is widely used to help improve autistic children. Implement all methods of treatment and training use of emerging technologies increases the efficiency and attractiveness of product offerings. To implement any therapies for pervasive developmental disorders, particularly autism via cell phones and computers to create instructions which by that children benefit the positive points of the education and health through digital games and that the long-term use of these devices for education, not isolated and loners. In addition, the program has been implemented have encourage cooperation spirit and questions from around and eventually, improve connection with both teachers and children around.
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